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Likelihood Ratios for Deep Neural Networks in Face Comparison*

ABSTRACT: In this study, we aim to compare the performance of systems and forensic facial comparison experts in terms of likelihood ratio computation to assess the potential of the machine to support the human expert in the courtroom. In forensics, transparency in the methods is essential. Consequently, state-of-the-art free software was preferred over commercial software. Three different open-source automated systems chosen for their availability and clarity were as follows: OpenFace, SeetaFace, and FaceNet; all three based on convolutional neural networks that return a distance (OpenFace, FaceNet) or similarity (SeetaFace). The returned distance or similarity is converted to a likelihood ratio using three different distribution fits: parametric fit Weibull distribution, nonparametric fit kernel density estimation, and isotonic regression with pool adjacent violators algorithm. The results show that with low-quality frontal images, automated systems have better performance to detect nonmatches than investigators: 100% of precision and specificity in confusion matrix against 89% and 86% obtained by investigators, but with good quality images forensic experts have better results. The rank correlation between investigators and software is around 80%. We conclude that the software can assist in reporting officers as it can do faster and more reliable comparisons with full-frontal images, which can help the forensic expert in casework.

KEYWORDS: digital forensic science, face recognition, face verification likelihood ratio, deep learning, ENFSI proficiency test

Face recognition is a powerful biometric technique to recognize a person due to its nonintrusive characteristics (1). Unlike other biometric recognition, such as for fingerprints or DNA, face recognition does not require cooperation from the suspect, making it a useful source of evidence. Digital facial evidence can appear in the form of CCTV footage, mugshots, mobile devices, or images from social media sites (2,3), which are now commonly used in court (4). An example use is a comparison between the ID image of a suspect and a face image retrieved from CCTV footage. This 1:1 comparison is known as verification or authentication. Organizations such as the European Network of Forensic Science Institutes (ENFSI) stimulate reporting evidence in the forensic field (17,18). As a consequence of the established improvements in performance, the current state-of-the-art has boosted performance up to 99.80% (14). As a result, automated face recognition systems by leaps and bounds. In 2014, DeepFace (12) reached 97.35% accuracy identifying faces in the benchmark dataset Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW) (13) versus a human performance of 97.53%. The current state-of-the-art has boosted performance up to 99.80% (14). Andersen and Pentland (11). Since then, automated face recognition has been an active subject of research in the computer vision community. In recent years, AI and Deep Learning have allowed progress and improvement in automated face recognition systems by leaps and bounds. In 2014, DeepFace (12) reached 97.35% accuracy identifying faces in the benchmark dataset Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW) (13) versus a human performance of 97.53%. The current state-of-the-art has boosted performance up to 99.80% (14). As a consequence of the established improvements in performance, automated systems have the potential to become assistants of judgment in court (15,16). To assess this potential, the LR obtained through the process must be validated for suitability in the forensic field (17,18).

The main contributions of this paper consist of carrying the process of a 1:1 verification end to end from an automated
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system to the final step of validation in the forensic field. We use three different open-source automated systems: OpenFace (19), SeetaFace (20), and FaceNet (21). The reason to use these three automated systems is due to their availability and transparency to the user. We obtain either a distance (OpenFace, Seeta) or a similarity (SeetaFace) that is treated as a biometric score. We transform the score through three statistical methods: Weibull distribution (22), kernel density estimation (KDE) (23), and pool adjacent violators algorithm (PAVA) (24). These methods use a set of scores to generate a probabilistic density function (Weibull, KDE) or a cumulative density function (PAVA). This process of obtaining such functions is commonly known as calibration. The set of scores is obtained from 1:1 comparison in the benchmark LFW, which is publicly available and contains a large set of unconstrained face images. After applying these steps, the LR is obtained. Once the LR is obtained, validation is performed through a comparison to the human expert. This conforms to our second contribution. The comparison with the human experts is based on the yearly ENFSI face recognition proficiency tests. These tests are performed by forensic experts giving a likelihood ratio to each pair of images analyzed, which may be of the same person or not. We will use these tests for both evaluating the performance of the automated system (match/nonmatch success through the Matthews correlation coefficient (25)) and the level of similarity to the forensic expert using rank correlation. The last contribution comes in the conclusion in the form of indications of how the automated tools can be of assistance to the expert based on the results found.

The paper is organized as follows: First, we review the related work, subdivided on the use of likelihood ratio in forensics in general, automated face recognition advances, and likelihood ratio tied to face recognition. Second, we disentangle step by step the procedure of assessing the likelihood ratio from an automated system score in Methodology. We explain each of the open-source tools, the methods, and the dataset used. In the Results section, we present the accuracy of the automated system reached with the different statistic methods, that is, when it got better or worse combinations of match/nonmatch predictions and the rank correlation with the human investigators. Finally, in the Discussion and Conclusion section, the results are analyzed and the potential of the automated system to assess forensic decisions is evaluated.

Related Work

Likelihood Ratio in Forensics

The idea of presenting evidence evaluation in court using a Bayesian probabilistic framework has been encouraged by institutions such as ENFSI in recent years as a suitable way to report evidence to justice (5,26,27) as it helps to standardize reasoning. In Europe, there have been initiatives to endorse this approach, for example, by the presentation of a guideline (18). As a result, forensic laboratories around the world use the likelihood ratio as a means to summarize their findings (6).

The use of likelihood ratio to report results has been explored in several fields of forensic research. DNA trace comparison is probably the area with the largest known use of LR in Europe and has already frequently been used in court (7,28). There has been a study in forensic speaker recognition by Ref. (29) that evaluates the performance of different methods used for forensic automatic speaker recognition. In the reference, three methods of speaker recognition (VQ, GMM, and i-vectors) are evaluated in accordance with the methodical guidelines for best practice in forensic semi-automatic and automatic speaker recognition. They conclude that in the experimental conditions of the paper, the three methods compared produce similar results. In forensic fingerprint comparison, the performance of LR for comparisons of fingerprints with fingerprints is studied in Ref. (30). They conclude that the results obtained could be used as a reference for score-based LR systems in other fields. In addition to applications in biometrics, LR computations have also been done for drug comparison (31), glass analysis (32), and gasoline analysis (33).

General guidelines for validation of the likelihood ratio approach can be found in Refs (17) and (18). The proposed process of validation takes into account two ways of obtaining likelihood ratios from a biometric comparison: score-based and feature-based. In our paper, we follow the majority of the work done in the biometric forensic field (3,29) where validation is based on scores.

Automated Face Recognition

Many methods for automated face recognition are available coming both from industry and academics (12,19,34,35). A survey carried out in Ref. (14) compares the current open-source best-performing face recognition algorithms and their accuracies in benchmarks (13). The work concludes that, since 2014, all the best-performing algorithms are based on convolutional neural networks (21,36). This state-of-the-art software outperforms human recognition in the benchmark dataset Labeled Faces in the Wild (13).

Face recognition algorithms in general consist of three steps: face detection, face normalization, and face identification or verification. Face detection aims to identify the presence of people’s faces within an image (35). It is very well developed and also commonly used, for instance in autofocus in cameras. In the next step, face normalization, faces are aligned by matching landmarks. Each picture is warped so that the eyes and lips are always in the same place in the image. This will make the comparison a lot easier (37). Finally, identification tries to establish the identity of a person in an image by comparing it to a reference database, whereas in face verification, the model has to determine whether two images of a person belong to the same individual (38).

Face Recognition and Likelihood Ratio

As indicated, face recognition has been widely researched both in academia and industry, yet there has not been much research in the field of forensic face recognition (3).

There have been some attempts to compare automated systems to human performance. For instance, (16) researched groups of forensic experts (super-recognizers, i.e., people with significantly better-than-average face recognition ability, and trained facial reviewers) and untrained recognizers. In their study, they acknowledge that the best algorithms perform in the range of the best humans, that is, professional facial examiners.

The Carabinieri Forensic Investigation Department (15) in Italy carried out successful experiments on comparing commercial system performance in both the ENFSI test and 130 cases focusing on the accuracy in recognition. The results show that two of the three automatic systems performed superior compared with the mean of the forensic experts. As a next step, the authors recommend computing likelihood ratios as recommended by the
ENFSI guideline for evaluative reporting in forensic science. In their paper, they state a strongly optimistic view for the future use for support vector machines and convolutional neural networks.

Methodology

The objective of this work was to compare the operation of automated facial recognition systems with the way forensic experts assess their findings, and to determine whether automated systems can be helpful tools to the investigator.

The automated systems, when comparing two images, return a score or a score plus an empirically calculated threshold. The score does not directly give information whether it is the same person or not, rather the score of the system indicates the confidence of the system in the similarity of the two images under consideration. Therefore, the software output must be converted to LR values that facilitate the reporting of evidential value. To determine the usefulness of the automated systems, the results provided by the researchers must be compared with the LR values obtained from the automatic systems and the true relationship between the images. To compute a LR starting from a score, first calibration of the automated system is required. For that, we need an automatic system that provides a score and then a statistical method to convert the score into a LR. This statistical method needs a database to perform the calibration. This calibration is done using the public database Labeled Faces in the Wild. Once the LR is obtained, the performance of the automated system is evaluated through the Matthews coefficient. The next step is to compare the LR obtained from the automated system to the LR provided by the forensic experts. This comparison between the automated system and forensic experts, both in accuracy and similitude.

Likelihood Ratio Obtained from ENFSI Tests

ENFSI prepares every year a facial comparison test where forensic experts assess the likeliness of a match for face image pairs. Through the years, the subjects appearing in the comparisons change in nationality, quality of the picture, pose (frontal or different angle), different distances in 2011, or other challenges for face recognition such as compression of the image (2011) different ages (2012) or objects partially covering the face (2013). The characteristics of the tests evaluated can be found in Table 1.

In Table 2, the ENFSI criteria to determine the likelihood ratio associated with a certain pair of images are shown. Even
though the true values of the likelihood ratio cover a larger range, the experts in the ENFSI tests report them on a logarithmic scale for convenience. In Table 2, the original LR value is reflected as LR, the reporter logarithmic LR as LLR, and the verbal forensic report as verbal equivalence. For LR > 1, a logarithmic scale from 0 to +5 is used (LLR). When LR < 1, the LLR will be equivalent but with a negative value (from −5 to 0).

Samples from different years are shown in Fig. 2. They are referred to as match, that is, both of the images belong to the same person, or nonmatch, which means the pictures belong to different persons. Both the investigator and the automated system must report if the comparison corresponds to match/nonmatch and the degree of certainty about it through the likelihood ratio.

### Likelihood Ratio Obtained from Automated Systems

Biometric Score Obtained from Open-source Automated Systems

In forensic science, transparency and explainability are important. Three methods are chosen due to their availability to the users since no license required and the source code is available. This transparency makes OpenFace, SeetaFace, and FaceNet open-source systems suitable for forensic study, in contrast to commercial software that is not open for examination. FaceNet is used due to its high performance in the dataset used to create the LR from the scores (99.65% accuracy). OpenFace and FaceNet are both based on Ref. (21), but OpenFace has faster running time than FaceNet because of its lower number of dimensions. In principle, a higher value of dimensions provides higher accuracy, but also more computational power. Finally, SeetaFace is based on VIPL-FaceNet (20), which works with a different backbone network (the convolutional neural network that was trained to make the faces classification), and thus, the performance may be different from the other two software systems. All of them outperform human performance in the public database Labeled Faces in the Wild (14).

The three systems execute a 1:1 verification. In these automated systems (all based on a convolutional neural network), each detected face is represented as an N-dimensional vector in the space resulting from embedding the high dimensional image space to an N-dimensional feature space. Figure 3 shows a sketch of this procedure.

OpenFace is a Python and Torch implementation of face recognition and is based on Ref. (21). The models are trained with a combination of the two publicly available face recognition datasets: FaceScrub and CASIA-WebFace. The software used for this paper is a script that predicts a similarity score of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Values of likelihood ratio</th>
<th>LLR value</th>
<th>Verbal equivalent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10,000–1,000,000</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>provide very strong support for the first proposition rather than the alternative...are far more probable given...proposition...than proposition...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000–10,000</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>provide strong support for the first proposition rather than the alternative...are much more probable given...proposition...than proposition...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100–1000</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>provide moderately strong support for the first proposition rather than the alternative...are appreciably more probable given...proposition...than proposition...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10–100</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>provide moderate support for the first proposition rather than the alternative...are more probable given...proposition...than proposition...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2–10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>The forensic findings provide weak support for the first proposition relative to the alternative. The forensic findings are slightly more probable given one proposition relative to the other.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5–2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>The forensic findings do not support one proposition over the other. The forensic findings provide no assistance in addressing the issue.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
two faces by computing the squared L2 distance between their representations, based on a normalized 128-dimensional embedding. A lower score indicates two faces are more likely of the same person. The lower the distance, the more similar the two faces are. It has accuracy on LFW of 92.92% (14). The methods in Ref. (19) also form the basis for FaceNet in Ref. (19) which is a TensorFlow implementation. It has been trained on VGGFace2 (34), and face alignment has been done using MTCNN (39). It does its calculations with a 512-dimensional normalized embedding and has an accuracy of 99.63% on LFW. It returns an L1 distance between 0 (same picture) and 2. Finally, SeetaFace is a C++ face recognition engine, which can run on a CPU with no third-party dependence. It contains three key parts, namely SeetaFace detection (40), SeetaFace alignment (41), and SeetaFace identification (20).

The image representation is a 2048-dimensional embedding, and the score provided for the comparison between two images is calculated with the cosine similarity resulting in a value between 0 (completely different) and 1 (same image). It reaches 97.1% accuracy on LFW.

From Biometric Score to Likelihood Ratio

As indicated in the introduction, the LR is obtained from two conditional probabilities namely the probability of the evidence conditional to the hypothesis of the prosecution (the two faces belong to the same person) divided by the probability of the evidence conditional to the hypothesis of the defense (the two faces belong to a different person). When we use an automatic system to calculate the similarity between the two faces to be compared, it returns a score. This score in itself has no forensic relevance and that is why we aim to convert it to an LR.

In this paper, we have chosen three methods commonly used in forensic literature (9, 42) to convert biometric scores into an LR. Methods used are the Weibull model approach (22), a parametric method that approximates two probability distribution functions (PDFs), kernel density estimation (KDE) (23), a parametric method that also generates two PDFs, and the nonparametric isotonic regression that computes a cumulative distribution function (CDF) (24).

The Weibull distribution was chosen in the first place because it can adapt to both skewed data and symmetric data. Weibull is a parametric distribution, which assumes parameters (defining properties) of the population distribution from which the calibration data are drawn. Because of that, the second choice is a kernel density estimation (KDE), which is a nonparametric test that does not make such assumptions. The third method chosen is isotonic regression commonly used machine learning model for statistical inference.

In Weibull distribution approach, if we use a sufficiently large set of scores obtained from comparisons between photographs that belong to the same person (within-source variability, WSV) and comparisons that belong to different ones (between-source variability, BSV), we can infer from these two sets two probability density functions (PDFs). Once we have these two functions, if a new comparison were made (which would be what we would consider evidence in a case), it would be enough to use the score obtained from the automated system as input and plug it in into the PDFs. Thus, we obtain two values, one for the prosecution hypothesis and another for the defense hypothesis. By dividing these two values, we obtain the likelihood ratio. A summary of this concept can be seen in Fig. 4.

The Weibull distribution is a continuous probability distribution that fit the discrete set of scores obtained from the calibration set (LFW (13)). To approximate our set of data, we use the two-parameter Weibull, defined in Eq. 1.

$$f_w(x; \beta, \eta) = \frac{\beta}{\eta} \left(\frac{x}{\eta}\right)^{\beta-1} e^{-\left(\frac{x}{\eta}\right)^\beta}.$$  

Equation 1: Weibull function

The two-parameter Weibull distribution is commonly used in failure statistic studies and fits well with the histograms obtained with scores provided by automated systems, as seen in Fig. 5. The shape parameter ($\beta$) of the distribution changes the slope of the function, and the scale parameter ($\eta$) regulates the spread of the distribution. Their effects are illustrated in Fig. 6.

Once the calibrated data are grouped into bins on a histogram, probabilistic functions have to be fitted to the data in order to calibrate. Using both Weibull functions (prosecution generated with BSV and defense generated with WSV), LR is calculated with the following:
In kernel density estimation, a kernel distribution is a non-parametric representation of the probability density function (PDF) of a random variable. It is used when a parametric distribution cannot properly describe the data, or when avoiding making assumptions about the distribution of the data is desired. A kernel distribution is defined by a smoothing function and a bandwidth value \( h \), which controls the smoothness of the resulting density curve. In other words, it is a technique that lets you create a smooth curve given a set of data (23). It is given by the following equation:

\[
\hat{f}_k(x; h, K) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} K_h(x - x_i) = \frac{1}{nh} \sum_{i=1}^{n} K\left(\frac{x - x_i}{h}\right).
\]  

Equation 2: KDE equation

where \( K \) is the kernel and \( h \) is the bandwidth. The kernel smoothing function defines the shape of the curve used to generate the probability distribution function. Similar to a histogram, the kernel distribution builds a function to represent the probability distribution using the sample data. Unlike a histogram, which places the values into discrete bins, a kernel distribution sums the component smoothing functions for each data value to produce a smooth, continuous probability curve. For this paper, we will use a Gaussian kernel for the calibrations. The bandwidth steers the smoothness of the resulting approximation. The effect of this parameter is illustrated in Fig. 7. It can be observed that small bandwidth values (0.1) can generate overfitting.

Using both kernel functions (prosecution generated with BSV and defense generated with WSV), LR is calculated with the following:

\[
\text{LR}_W(s) = \frac{\Pr_W(s|H_p)}{\Pr_W(s|H_d)} = \frac{\hat{f}_w(s; \eta_p)}{\hat{f}_w(s; \eta_d)}
\]

Equation 3: Isotonic regression formula

Isotonic regression (pool adjacent violators algorithm) can be understood as approximating given series of 1-dimensional observations with a nondecreasing function which has to lie as close to the observations as possible. Isotonic regression is given by the following formula (43):

\[
\min_{g \in A} \sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i (g(x_i) - f(x_i))^2.
\]

Equation 3: Isotonic regression formula
where $A$ is the set of all piecewise linear, nondecreasing, continuous functions and $f$ is a known function.

To apply the linear isotonic regression method, we use the pool adjacent violators algorithm (PAVA). Applying PAVA, an increasing function from the scores of a distance (OpenFace and FaceNet) or similarity (SeetaFace) is built. The input to feed the function is calibration scores from both WSV and BSV. In OpenFace and FaceNet, WSV corresponds to low score values (WSV corresponds to a comparison of the same person) and BSV corresponds to high values (comparisons of different persons). The larger the distance value, the higher the probability of the input being different persons. The relationships are completely the opposite of SeetaFace.

Each score obtained from the automated system is assigned a point in the $xy$ plane. In this plane, $x$ is the value of the obtained distance (in OpenFace and FaceNet) or similarity (in SeetaFace). The variable $y$ will be assigned a value of 0 if it belongs to WSV and a value of 1 if it belongs to BSV (OpenFace, FaceNet), and the opposite for SeetaFace. Figure 8 left shows a scatter of this value allocation. To achieve isotonic regression, the requirements $y_{i+1} \geq y_i$ for every $x_{i+1} > x_i$ must be satisfied. As seen in Fig. 8, the distance values obtained are discrete, they do not satisfy $y_{i+1} \geq y_i$. To satisfy this term, PAVA is applied. The outcome of PAVA is a nondecreasing function with $y_{i+1} \geq y_i$.

There are points with $x$ values that are equal (i.e., $x_{i+1} = x_i$ is not satisfied). All the points with the same $x$ value are substituted by one that has the $y$ value of the average. Also, that point is assigned a weight equal to the number of original points for that $x$ value. With this step, a point cloud with different weights is obtained, but this time $x_{i+1} > x_i$ is satisfied for every $i$, as shown in Fig. 9. The next step is applying the pool adjacent violators algorithm (PAVA) making sure the requirement $y_{i+1} \geq y_i$ is satisfied. Going from the smallest $x$ value in increasing order, if a violation of this requirement is encountered, the value of the point $y_{i+1}$ (the violator) and the left adjacent points with the same $y$ value are changed to the average of all of them, considering the assigned weights. With that, the decrease in the function is avoided at this point, augmenting the value of the violator and decreasing the value of the adjacent left points. However, after this step, it is possible that a new violator to the left of $x_i$ has been created. It is for that reason that after a change in the value it is required to start from the smallest value of $x$ again. The algorithm ends when all the violators are eliminated, that is, the obtained points define a nondecreasing function as shown in Fig. 8 right.

The resulting function can be considered an estimation of the probability of the comparison being two different persons, conditioned on a distance value or evidence. Also defined as following:

$$y(x) = P(\text{BSV}|x).$$

Hence, its complementary value to 1 corresponds to the probability that the two people in the comparison are the same person conditioned to a distance value (or evidence):
The division of the two returns the LR:

$$LR_{ISO}(s) = \frac{1 - y(s)}{y(s)}$$

### Dataset for Calibration Data

To perform the actual calibration, a large dataset is needed from which we can learn the required probability functions. We do so by employing the Labeled Faces in the Wild database (13). This is a database of face photographs designed for studying the problem of unconstrained face recognition. The dataset contains more than 13,000 images of faces collected from the Web. Each face has been labeled with the identity of the person pictured. 1680 of the people pictured have two or more distinct photographs in the dataset (13). It is widely used as a benchmark for face recognition performance. With this dataset, two sets of image pairs are generated: pairs of the same person (WSV) and a different person (BSV). Around 137,000 comparisons were performed in this dataset to achieve the calibration test.

### Comparing ENFSI Investigators and Automated Systems

Correlation Between Automated Systems and Investigators

We now move to the comparison of the automated system and the human expert. This comparison is done with the Spearman correlation coefficient (referred to as rank correlation from now on). A graphical description of this comparison can be seen in Fig. 10.

The correlation between the n-dimensional vector LLR (logarithmic likelihood ratio) given by an investigator ($x$) and the vector LLR computed by the software ($y$) is as follows:

$$\rho_{xy} = 1 - \frac{6 \sum d^2}{\sqrt{n} \sum (n^2 - 1)}$$

where $d$ is the difference between the ranks of the two vectors, and $n$ is the length of each vector. The possible values of this coefficient go from $-1$ (opposing criteria between the investigator and the automated system) to $+1$, which expresses perfect concordance of criteria. A value of 0 means no relation between them or randomness. We use the LLR due to the nature of the ENFSI tests, in which the investigators provide LLR instead of LR. For automated systems, the LLR is computed using the values in Table 2.

### Confusion Matrix

To get insight into the performance of a set of results, being it from an investigator or an automatic system, we use a confusion matrix. The following terms play a role here:

- **TP**: true positives—the number of cases where both images are considered belonging to the same person and it was a match.
- **FP**: false positives—the number of cases where both images are considered belonging to the same person and it was not a match.
- **TN**: true negatives—the number of cases where both images are considered belonging to different persons and it was not a match.
- **FN**: false negatives—the number of cases where both images are considered belonging to different persons and it was a match.
Confusion Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prediction</th>
<th>Actual</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Same person</td>
<td>WSV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BSV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Different person</td>
<td>TP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From these values, a set of other metrics can be calculated namely:

Precision: TP/(TP + FP)
NPV: negative predicted value = TN/(TN + FN)
Sensitivity: TP/(TP + FN)
Specificity: TN/(TN + FP)

These values are expressed as percentages, and the classification is better when they are near to 100%.

Matthews Correlation Coefficient

Based on the confusion matrix, we can compute another measure of classification namely the Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC) given by

\[
MCC = \frac{TP \cdot TN - FP \cdot FN}{\sqrt{(TP + FP) \cdot (TP + FN) \cdot (TN + FP) \cdot (TN + FN)}}
\]

This coefficient condenses in only one value the quality of the binary classification. The absolute value of this coefficient is less or equal to 1. The higher the value, the better the classification is. A value of zero means that the classification is as good as a random one.

Log-Likelihood Ratio Cost (C_{llr})

A final measure we consider is the log-likelihood ratio cost which is based on LR values directly (10):

\[
C_{llr} = \frac{1}{2} \cdot N_p \sum_{i_p} \log_2 \left( 1 + \frac{1}{LR_{i_p}} \right) + \frac{1}{2} \cdot N_d \sum_{j_d} \log_2 (1 + LR_{j_d}),
\]

where \(N_p\) and \(N_d\) are the number of cases, \(H_p\) and \(H_d\) are true, respectively, and \(LR_{i_p}\) and \(LR_{j_d}\) are the likelihood ratios for these cases. This coefficient is always positive, and the lower the value, the better the performance of LR values is. In this paper, \(C_{llr}\) is only used to compare calibration methods, not to compare them to forensic investigators.

Results

To present comparisons between the automated system and forensic investigators, correlation graphics and boxplots will be used. Although ROC and FAR/FRR are commonly used in literature, they do not apply to this paper because they can only be obtained from calibration data. The data obtained from investigators are not enough for this kind of graph. We show for representation the correlation and results from ENFSI test 2011 in Fig. 11, and the rest of the years (2012, 2013, and 2017) are available in the annex.

ENFSI Test 2011

Figure 11, Figures S1, S3, and S5 (in the annex) show the rank correlation between each of the three scores to LR methods (Weibull, KDE, and IR) and every one of the investigators with the three types of automated system described before. They present the investigators ordered by their correlations concerning the three methods (Weibull, KDE, and IR).

Figure 12 (left figures, Figures S2, S4, S6) show the right \((TP + TN)\) and wrong \((FP + FN)\) answers of investigators (blue x) and automated systems (red triangles) and (right figures) the
individual values of confusion matrix with investigators results (boxplot) and automated systems (red triangles).

For the experiments realized in the year 2011, one can see that out of the three software programs, the highest correlation is presented by FaceNet, closely followed by OpenFace. The three calibration methods have very similar results, except for Seeta, for which Weibull has less correlation than the other methods. Seeta has a higher number of wrong answers for an equivalent number of right answers to OpenFace. In OpenFace case, the most accurate method is the isotonic regression. In FaceNet, the number of correct answers significantly higher resembles the investigators. The best procedures are Weibull and KDE.

OpenFace has several right answers similar to the researchers, but more failures. The true positives of the three methods are equal to the researchers, and the true negatives are somewhat inferior. But OpenFace has more false negatives and false positives than researchers. Seeta hits all true negatives; however, it is below in the true positives. It has 0 false positives and high false negatives. FaceNet such as Seeta hits all the negatives but has fewer false negatives. Weibull and KDE are as good as OpenFace to hit the true positives, and they also have the 3 methods 0 false positives.

\textbf{ENFSI Test 2012}

From Figure S1, one can see that the correlation between the methods and the investigators reaches negative numbers for OpenFace which indicates opposite criteria to forensic experts. With Seeta, correlation values stay positive but low. In two out of the three methods, Weibull performs better than the other two methods.

Looking at Figure S2 (left), it can be observed that OpenFace did not detect all of the faces and consequently returned few outputs (13 out of 30). The number of right answers is similar to the number of wrong answers. This software has poor quality results with images taken in different poses. Seeta performs a good number of true negatives, but it also has a high number of false negatives and low true positives. Nevertheless, investigators had a higher number of false positives. FaceNet behaves very similarly to Seeta.

In year 2012 experiments, the researchers have a great dispersion with the true negatives (Figure S2 right). Seeta and FaceNet have surpassed the researchers in the true negatives, and the three types of software have had a terrible rating in true positives, well below humans. Seeta and OpenFace have no false positives; however, they have many false negatives.

\textbf{ENFSI Test 2013}

With Figure S3, it can be noted that the correlations with FaceNet given by the three methods are very similar. However, with Seeta, Weibull calibration stands out among the other two. Correlations are higher in FaceNet than the others and in Seeta-Weibull higher than in OpenFace.

The number of right and wrong answers (Figure S4 left) with OpenFace is the same for the three density estimation methods, and similar to the ones Seeta has. For Seeta, the best density function model for calibration is Weibull. Seeta has less true positives and more false negatives compared with investigators. Nevertheless, its performance is better than investigators concerning true negatives and false positives. For FaceNet, isotonic regression results in a good number of true negatives, but a bad number of false negatives. Weibull and KDE behave similarly with a good number of false positives and negatives, and moderate numbers of true positives and negatives.

OpenFace has the highest rating in true positives, better than humans, and Seeta is the best with true negatives, also surpassing humans. OpenFace has many false positives; however, Seeta and FaceNet are at the same level as humans (Figure S4 right).

\textbf{ENFSI Test 2017}

For the year 2017 (Figure S5), Seeta calibration presents higher correlation values than other years, but FaceNet is the automated system with the best results in terms of correlation with investigators and KDE seems to be the best approximation. OpenFace has the worst results and isotonic performs better than Weibull and kernel.

The quality of results (right and wrong answers in Figure S6 left) is much better in Seeta than OpenFace with any of the three methods. The three density function estimation methods behave similarly in both Seeta and OpenFace. In FaceNet, the right answers and wrong answers are similar to Seeta with Weibull being the best option.

FaceNet using the Weibull and KDE methods is the one method with the highest number of true positives, equal to the majority of the researchers (median). However, the true negatives have been detected by Seeta very well and OpenFace very badly. While Seeta does not have any false positives, FaceNet and above all, OpenFace has many more than researchers as can be seen in Figure S6 right.
In conclusion, in all the tested years (2011, 2012, 2013, and 2017), the method that performs better is not always the same and it depends on the quality and poses of the images.

**Confusion Matrix and MCC Results**

A summary of the findings can be seen in the following Tables 3-5. From them, we can see that the quality of classification by the investigators is better than the one by the automated systems.

**Discussion**

When we compare images taken in frontal poses and lateral poses, the best results with all the automated systems are obtained when poses are frontal. The three automated systems give more incorrect answers when pose is lateral (45° Yaw, with a slight pitch (“from above”) or with the time difference (age) between reference and questioned images). When the pose is 90° yaw, the software is unable to detect the face and returns an empty answer. To detect the face, the currently used software looks for two eyes, and this is not possible with a profile image.

With lateral poses, the correlation between software and human detection is random, it contains positive and negative values, and the software returns about 50% of wrong responses, being isotonic regression the method with best results. Forensic experts provide better results in these cases but they also present low correlation among them, values about 0.4 which means that they present difficulties to take decisions and their criteria are different.

When the comparison is made only with frontal poses, the correlation between forensic experts and software is better.
When the quality of questioned images is high, forensic experts have much better results (correct answers) and high values of correlation among them (greater than 90% in many cases). In this case, software methods give as many right answers as to when then image quality is low or decent. The method with best results and correlation is Weibull but with no significant difference with respect to the others. So, for frontal poses and low-quality images, the software systems are at the same level as forensic experts, but when the quality of images is good, the experts obtain better results. We conjecture that automatic systems are not able to take advantage of little details such as scars and freckles but, at the same time, are not sensitive to occlusions of the face by glasses, hats, or microphones.

To perform the calibration, the LFW database was used, which is unrelated to the ENFSI tests. LFW is large but may be biased due to most of the images being high quality and a lot of them frontal images. That gives room to better results in the LR obtained computed with scores in the case of fully frontal comparisons. Another public dataset, SC Faces was tested but offered similar results as LFW. To check that a large unrelated database provides better results than a small biased one, another experiment was made. The ENFSI tests were not used only as a test, but also as the mean to transform scores to LR. The number of comparisons was significantly reduced due to the number of pictures available (from $\sim 130,000$ comparisons in LFW to $\sim 50$ in ENFSI tests) resulting in score sets that are difficult to fit with a function. Hence, the LR computed using the ENFSI report as a data generator provides worse results than using a big, unrelated dataset. We could conclude that it is better to use a large unrelated dataset to the case material than to calibrate the system in data that are closer to the case material but a small number of images to calibrate. This can be seen in Fig. 13. The left graph corresponds to the results of a calibration.
computed with the ENFSI tests themselves for the year 2013 (few samples for both WSV and BSV), whereas in the right there are the results for calibration made with the LFW dataset. The difference is over 10% of more right answers in the right graph than on the left.

Conclusion

Observing the results obtained after comparing proficiency tests and likelihood ratios calculated from the scores provided by OpenFace, Seeta, and FaceNet, one can say that the software can assist in reporting officers as it can do faster and more reliable comparisons with full-frontal images. Although the software presents limitations, these should not dictate what is feasible in terms of interpretation. It is expected that algorithms will evolve to adapt to all kinds of profiles and increase their performance. We have to think about it as a tool, never as a constraint to limit its usage. The expert cannot be replaced by this tool but becomes more efficient because the computer can help to reduce the amount of info to be managed doing appropriate filtering. If face comparison is conducted by two independent experts doing the comparison independent from each other, the third might be an algorithm, and the experts can evaluate their findings as well as the findings of the algorithm to draw a conclusion. Due to the high accuracy of the automated systems in the full-frontal images, it makes this kind of open-source system especially adequate to full-frontal images comparison, such as an ID picture to a mugshot, which can be useful to forensic experts.
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**Figure S1.** Correlation ENFSI vs Automated systems, year 2012. These graphs show the correlation between each of the three scores to LR methods (Weibull, KDE and IR) and every one of the investigators with the three types of Automated system (OpenFace, SeetaFace and FaceNet). Each figure represents one automated system. On the left, OpenFace, on the center, SeetaFace and on the right FaceNet. Higher values indicate higher concordance between the forensic expert and the automated software. The forensic experts are ordered from left to right according to the highest to the lowest correlation.

**Figure S2.** Right and wrong answers. Binary Classification results. Year 2012. In the figure, the graphs are deployed as follows: Figures on the left correspond to right and wrong answers from the automated systems and the forensic experts. Crosses represent expert and triangles automated systems. On the right, a boxplot of the False positives, false negatives, True positives and true negatives are shown. Boxplots are obtained from the forensic experts’ data. The outcome from the three methods (Weibull, KDE and Isotonic regression) are superimposed in the same graph.

**Figure S3.** Correlation ENFSI vs Automated systems, year 2013. These graphs show the correlation between each of the three scores to LR methods (Weibull, KDE and IR) and every one of the investigators with the three types of Automated system (OpenFace, SeetaFace and FaceNet). Each figure represents one automated system. On the left, OpenFace, on the center, SeetaFace and on the right FaceNet. Higher values indicate higher concordance between the forensic expert and the automated software. The forensic experts are ordered from left to right according to the highest to the lowest correlation.

**Figure S4.** Right and wrong answers. Binary Classification results. Year 2013. In the figure, the graphs are deployed as follows: Figures on the left correspond to right and wrong answers from the automated systems and the forensic experts. Crosses represent expert and triangles automated systems. On the right, a boxplot of the False positives, false negatives, True positives and true negatives are shown. Boxplots are obtained from the forensic experts’ data. The outcome from the three methods (Weibull, KDE and Isotonic regression) are superimposed in the same graph.

**Figure S5.** Correlation ENFSI vs Automated systems, year 2017. These graphs show the correlation between each of the three scores to LR methods (Weibull, KDE and IR) and every one of the investigators with the three types of Automated system (OpenFace, SeetaFace and FaceNet). Each figure represents
one automated system. On the left, OpenFace, on the center, SeetaFace and on the right FaceNet. Higher values indicate higher concordance between the forensic expert and the automated software. The forensic experts are ordered from left to right according to the highest to the lowest correlation.

**Figure S6.** Right and wrong answers. Binary Classification results. Year 2017. In the figure, the graphs are deployed as follows: Figures on the left correspond to right and wrong answers from the automated systems and the forensic experts. Crosses represent experts and triangles automated systems. On the right, a boxplot of the False positives, false negatives, True positives and true negatives are shown. Boxplots are obtained from the forensic experts’ data. The outcome from the three methods (Weibull, KDE and Isotonic regression) are superimposed in the same graph.